
Mobility
Get hands-on experience with 
new devices and demonstrations 
of features, learn about 
how to achieve success 
by embracing these new 
technologies and discover 
how to provide the best 
mobility solutions for 
your customers

Social
Hear from Microsoft 

leadership about new social 
trends and how Microsoft social 

services are designed for a modern 
workplace

Cloud
Hear from Microsoft 
leadership about why 
partners who are optimized for cloud and 
sell cloud solutions grow faster and are  
more profitable than those who don’t

Data
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Learn from both experienced 
partners and Microsoft about 
how to market the unique 
functionality of Microsoft 
data software and why 
Microsoft has the best data 
solutions compared to others

Top           Reasons to Attend
WPC 2014
WPC 2014 is the must-attend event of the year—find out why!
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CityNext

Competencies

Windows 8.1

Networking

Meet with Microsoft

(R&D) Research & 
Development

Meet thousands of other partners and build 
relationships to drive your own business
growth by acquiring advice and best practices 
from successful partners in your area

Meet with Microsoft leadership to 
ask questions and provide feedback. 
Experience the excitement of hearing 
Microsoft’s vision of the future from its top 
leadership

Learn how Microsoft differentiates itself by 
investing far more in R&D than competing 
businesses to create innovative products 
with better user experience and design

Hear from successful partners about how 
their competencies have sparked growth in 
their businesses by allowing them to sell more 
products and increase innovation

Hear from Microsoft 
leadership about how 
Windows 8.1 provides 
a streamlined, intuitive 
experience that is updated 
in response to customer and 
partner feedback

Greet the cities of the future as Microsoft 
teams up with partners and the private 
sector to improve logistics and quality of life 
in cities across the world2


